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Four years ago we became parents one
more time to a Great Pyrenees puppy. But
we wouldn’t be alone in raising our new family member; our incredible wolfdog Jacques,
who was already nine years old, was going to
be right beside us, helping us train and discipline the new pup. Approaching two, Chester, our Great Pyrenees, was to provide comic relief and act as a jungle gym.
The day we added our new addition was
a beautiful sunny day. My stepdaughters,
Becky and Sarah, and I traveled for hours
from our home to the countryside (not
counting the wrong doors we knocked on) to
meet a very nice older couple who utilized
the Great Pyrenees to protect their cattle,
sheep, and goats. The parents were on site
and the father was massive. The girls and I
couldn’t believe our eyes because he looked
more like a lion than a dog! Knowing we
were interested in a male, the farmer had
already brought one out, but the other remaining male seemed to be missing. The
next thing we see is the funniest sight—the
farmer’s wife had a pup in her arms and, as
she was carrying him toward us, he was peeing in the air! The girls and I looked at one
another and started laughing under our
breaths. It appeared this pup had been hiding under one of the out-buildings and
wouldn’t come to her at first.
As we began to inspect the pups, the
farmer tried steering us more toward the
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male he had brought out, but the girls and I
can’t explain it (even to this day); we were
drawn more to the one his wife had carried
to us. All three of us felt like this pup was
“our dog.” And so home with us he came.
We named our little squirter, Bulvai.
Bulvai (Buliwyf) is a Viking king in the movie 13th Warrior. When Bulvai arrived at his
new home, he was 10 weeks old. He was
comfortable and at ease as soon as he saw
Chester. You could tell it was a Pyrenees pup
meeting an adolescent one. It was really cute
watching them. When he saw Jacques, however, he stopped in his tracks, gazing in
“awe” of Jacques. Then again, it could have
been because Jacques gave us a look that
said, “Not another one?”
When he first joined the family at 10
weeks old, Bulvai did the normal puppy
things and had the normal behaviors. He
would chew on the other dogs and attempt
to climb on top of them. Sometimes he
would prefer to hide in the bushes and remain aloof from the activities in the yard,
but we forced him to join the family and the
other dogs when we were outside. Soon he
was joining us when we grilled outside,
sharing food and patiently taking his turn.
Jacques didn’t care for him to climb on top of
him (due to his age) but he did let him pull
on his legs as he walked by. We had stuffed
toys for him to play with but he was not interested in those much, so Jacques played
with those more. He would lie beside Chester and you couldn’t tell where one began
and the other ended, especially as they were
playing and wrestling. Because I didn’t work,
I was able to bond with him, as well and play
with them all. We never had to crate Bulvai;
he was a fast learner, not chewing or destroying things in the house. He was flourishing, we both thought: “easy to potty train,
happy with his two new brothers, a park to
play in, places to go on walks, etc.” Everything looked normal.
Then we began to notice a change in
Bulvai. He was becoming the polar opposite
of Chester—in other words, he was develop(Continued on page 6)
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Florida Lupine Association

We would like to hear from our members! What would
you like to learn more about? Do you have an animal
with a specific medical condition and want to learn
more about it? Do you have a doggy recipe you would
like to share? Do you have specific questions you
would like us to answer or investigate? We will try to
address your questions or concerns.

A Federal Non-Profit Organization
EIN: 59-3586075
Dedicated to Being Florida’s
Responsible Voice for Wolfdogs

Letters, Advertisements & Pictures
should be sent to
Kim Miles, Editor
9525 Jamaica Drive
Cutler Bay, FL 33189
E-Mail: editor@floridalupine.org
All submissions will become property of
Florida Lupine unless accompanied by a SASE.

Dues, Donations, & Questions
about FLA should be sent to
Florida Lupine Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 142
Crescent City, FL 32112-0142
E-Mail: info@floridalupine.org
If sending snail mail,
please allow 2-3 weeks for a reply.

All original art, photos, drawings, articles and other material
within this newsletter are Copyright © and are the property of
FLA, Inc., except where otherwise indicated and credited.

ADVERTISEMENT INFORMATION
1/8 Page: $5.00
1/2 Page: $20.00

1/4 Page: $10.00
Full Page: $50.00

No Breeder Advertisements Allowed;
Kennels May be Advertised
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FLA Acknowledgements
Special thanks to those who provided donations or
contributed their services to FLA this quarter:
●
●
●
●
●
●

To Kent Ferrell for his wonderful novella “Ain’t Easy
Being Wolf”; the story in its entirety will be featured
on our website.
To Diane Zemen for her wonderful story about Bulvai
and the difference Ohanzee has made in his and all of
your lives! Thanks for sharing!
To Pam for her series of articles on canine illnesses;
these are fantastic resources.
To Gerard Hildebrandt for his dedication to FLA,
creation of our Facebook Causes page, and voluntary
contributions to all of our FLA meetings.
To Ed Blood for his voluntary participation in FLA and
his administrative assistance with our Facebook pages.
To Vicki Spencer for sharing an article with FLA about
the creation of her well-known and well-respected
Blue Bay Shepherds.

Florida Lupine Association
Directors & Officers
Jody Haynes, President
Kim Miles, Vice President & Editor
Andrea Bannon, Treasurer
Pam Thompson, Secretary
Holly Yager Torres, Membership Coordinator

(All submissions will become property of
FLA unless accompanied by a SASE)

Deadlines for Submission:
Spring NL: March 15
Summer NL: June 15

Fall NL: Sept. 15
Winter NL: Dec. 15

Letters, ads, and articles may not reflect the views of FLA.
We welcome all comments, ads, and articles but require that
they are signed and include a phone number and address. FLA
and the Editor reserve the right to edit any material submitted
for publication in the Florida Lupine News Newsletter.
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From the Desk of the President
By Jody Haynes

The FLA Board of Directors has been busy since this
year’s rendezvous in April. First of all, I am pleased to
announce that Holly Yager-Torres has taken over the
Membership Coordinator position, so if you have any FLA
membership questions, please feel free to contact Holly at
yager_holly@yahoo.com.
In my last president’s column, I mentioned that the FLA
board had been considering creating various committees to
make planning and coordinating various aspects of the
organization more efficient and to try to increase member
involvement in FLA. The following committees have now been
created: (1) a Membership & Fundraising Committee, (2) an
Education & Publications Committee, and (3) a Rendezvous
Committee. Each committee is led by a current FLA director
and includes at least one member who is not a director. We are
always open to more people who wish to be involved.
Remember, an organization is nothing without its members! If
anyone is interested in being on one of these committees or has
any ideas for improving the organization, please contact me at
president@floridalupine.org.

I would also like to take this opportunity to give you all a
brief preview of some of the highlights and important changes
to expect at the upcoming 2013 FLA Rendezvous, scheduled
for the weekend of 3-5 May. We are going to spread the
activities out over the entire weekend instead of focusing
primarily on Saturday. In an effort to make Saturday run more
smoothly and leave more time between planned activities, both
pre-registration for the rendezvous and the FLA annual
business meeting will be held on Friday evening instead of
Saturday morning. This will include nominations for directors,
so please plan to attend on Friday evening. We will also be
setting up a catered breakfast for Sunday, so all those who
spend the weekend will be able to participate in that, as well.
The FLA Board of Directors is also proud to announce
that our rendezvous speakers will be Jessica Addams and
Andrew Miller, authors of the fantastic book entitled Between
Dog and Wolf: Understanding the Connection and the
Confusion (from Dogwise Publishing). If you haven’t read it, I
recommend buying (and reading) a copy before the rendezvous.
See you in May!

From the Desk of the Treasurer
By Andrea Bannon

Just a reminder to our members
that we are on a fiscal-year membership. That means that our annual dues
fall on July 1. This makes it is easier,
both for the directors and for the
members, to align the membership to
a single date. Not only can we send
out all renewal notices at the same
time every year, but the members
have an easier time of remembering
when their membership fees are due.
For those who renew or join FLA
through March, their membership
will apply to that fiscal year (our fiscal year runs from July 1 to June 30).
For those who renew or join in the
last quarter of the fiscal year (e.g.,
from April through June or at the
FLA Rendezvous), their membership
will roll over and apply to the following fiscal year.
This newsletter is traditionally
the time for the treasurer to provide
the annual FLA financial report, and
this year is no exception. Below is
the Annual Income Statement (July 1,
2011-June 30, 2012) for Florida Lupine Association:

Income
Auction Proceeds
Contributions
Dues
Misc. Income
Sales

Total Income

$1018.00
$159.10
$970.00
$147.02
$522.00

(36.1%)
(5.6%)
(34.4%)
(5.2%)
(18.5%)

$2,816.12 (100.0%)

Expense
Direct Costs
Bank Charges
Fees (Pay Pal)
FL Corp. Regis. Fee
Licenses & Fees
Miscellaneous
Office Expenses
Postal Expenses
Presentation Speaker
Printers
Rendezvous Expenses
Supplies
Trophies & Ribbons
Yahoo (Website) Fees

Total Expense

Net Income

$25.00
$68.00
$8.68
$61.25
$10.00
$232.00
$341.41
$240.67
$279.00
$333.80
$287.60
$56.91
$308.61
$256.35

(0.9%)
(2.4%)
(0.3%)
(2.2%)
(0.4%)
(8.2%)
(12.1%)
(8.5%)
(9.9%)
(11.9%)
(10.2%)
(2.0%)
(11.0%)
(9.1%)

$2,509.28 (89.1%)

$306.84

(10.9%)

Last year, we spent $175.60 more
than we took in. This year, however, we
are operating in the black. We netted a
little over $300. As you can see from the
Annual Income Statement, we spend a
significant amount of our income on publishing—both on the internet and through
US postal mail: $1,229.14. We also spend
a significant amount on the rendezvous
every year: publications, food, dog show
awards and trophies, etc. Year before last,
we spent a significant amount on T-shirts.
While we didn’t have that expense this
last fiscal year, we will have to purchase
more shirts the next fiscal year. Without
the T-shirt purchase, we still spent almost $900 this past rendezvous.
In order to continue providing wolfdog owners with our educational materials and an annual rendezvous, we need
your tax deductible contributions and
your memberships. If each member
would encourage just one person to become a member, we could be assured that
FLA would remain the great association
that it currently is.
I look forward to seeing you and
your animals at FLA Rendezvous 2013
on May 3-5. It will be fun!
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From the Desk of the Membership Coordinator
By Holly Yager Torres

Hello everyone. This year’s membership drive is
coming close to an end. If you have any new members
wanting to join, please get their dues in so you can be
in the running for a free year of membership. For FLA
to grow and prosper, we need members. Remember:
members do not necessarily have to own wolfdogs,
but they do need to have a passion and want to
support responsible ownership and breeding. Recruit
your vets, friends, and your favorite pet supply stores.
Membership dues are very important to the
existence and maintenance of the FLA. Membership
dues help with the cost of putting these newsletters
together; they cover the cost of trophies and ribbons,
plus a lot of other things for the rendezvous. Funds
also bring in the guest speakers, and with better guest
speakers come more funds going out. FLA supplies the
lodging and food for the speakers while they are with
us, so more members means a better ability for the
organization to provide for the speakers.

From the Desk of the
Secretary
By Pam Thompson

I would like to let our members know
that FLA now has a Facebook group. If you
are online and don't know about it, please join
us on Facebook at Florida Lupine Association.
It is a great place to share photos, talk about
your wolfdogs, and get to know other
members.
We have had a few inquiries about
problems with wolfdogs during the last
quarter. Most were from new owners that did
not know what to expect from their animals.
There have been several wolfdogs in rescue
recently, and hopefully they are now in forever
homes.
Plans are being discussed for this year's
rendezvous. We hope everyone can come and
join in the fun. FLA continues to try to provide
its members with factual information. We
would love to hear from you. If you have any
ideas or things you would like to see from
FLA, please let us know.

This is Kasa and Blue’s busy time of the year with
WAGS (Wolfdog Assistance Group and Support).
October 20th, we were invited to socialize with and
educate over 2,000 Cub Scouts and their parents,
which is a Shy Wolf Sanctuary and WAGS event. On
October21st we went to a Halloween Party put on by
Cats N Dogs, and then on December 1st we
participated in the Rotunda Holiday Parade. I will be
writing an article on all of this for the next newsletter.
Stay tuned…

Quality FLA T-Shirts!
Unisex 100% Cotton; Ladies 50/50% Cotton/Spandex
Price: $15 (+ $3 Shipping)
Adult Sizes: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
Colors: Beige, Blue, Green, Peach, Gray, White, etc.

Soon, we will be able to sell the T-shirts online; but for
now, contact FLA via email to place
your order.

T-Shirts!
FRON
T
BACK

Email us at
info@floridalupine.org.

OF T-S
HIRT
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Canine Distemper
By Pam Thompson
History:
Canine distemper was first identified in 1905.
Distemper is very similar to the human measles virus. While an effective vaccine against canine distemper was created in 1924, it was not until 1950
that the vaccine was sold commercially.

Symptoms:
Symptoms of the first stage of distemper appear
6-9 days after exposure; the second stage begins 2-3
weeks after the on-set of the disease.
Symptoms initially include a high fever and a runny nose and/or eyes. The eyes
will also look red. Lethargy
typically sets in, along with
vomiting, diarrhea, loss of
appetite, weight loss, dehydration, excessive salivation,
and coughing and/or labored
breathing. As the disease progresses, it can also cause neurological symptoms that include involuntary twitching
of muscle groups (and seizures), unusual jaw movement, increased sensitivity to light and other stimuli, and deterioration of motor skills resulting in paralysis and/or blindness. Seizures (often distinguished by excessive salivation) can progress to
grand mal seizures, followed by death.
The symptoms may last as little as 10 days, or
the more serious neurological symptoms may not
begin to show for weeks or months after exposure to
the disease.
Dogs that survive the disease will often have
lingering problems such as hard pad disease, which
causes the pads of the feet and the nose leather to
harden. It also affects the teeth enamel and kills the
enamel forming cells. There can also be lifelong neurological problems following the disease.

through bodily fluids such as nasal discharge, saliva,
urine, feces, or even ocular floods. It can breathed or
ingested.
Any animal that survives the disease should be
kept quarantined for several months due to its ability to shed the disease long after symptoms subside.
The disease will not survive over a few hours at
room temperature, but it can live much longer in
temperatures that are slightly above freezing. Distemper is easily killed by detergents and household
cleaners.
Though the vaccine has been long-established,
the disease has still contributed to many deaths, both in
domestic dogs and other
animals. Canine distemper
now affects all domestic
dogs, ferrets and many other
species of wildlife. Its
spread throughout the environment has contributed to
the near extinction of the
black footed ferret, the extinction of the Tasmanian
Tiger, and is considered a
major threat to the endangered African Wild Dogs.
Mutations of the distemper
virus continue to affect other species and has recently been found in populations of seals.

Prevention:
Please see that your dog receives the canine distemper vaccination. Prevention is less costly and less
physically taxing on the animal than the disease.

References:

“Distemper in Dogs.” Pet MD. Pet 360 Media Network, LLC, n.d. Web. 4 Oct. 2012. <http://
www.petmd.com/dog/conditions/respiratory/
c_dg_canine_distemper>
“Distemper in Dogs: Symptoms and Treatments.”
Contagious:
WebMD. WebMD, 2007. Web. 4 Oct. 2012.
<http://pets.webmd.com/dogs/distemperCanine distemper is contagious, spreading
symptoms-treatments-dogs>
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ing behavioral traits that were
the opposite of a typical Great
Pyrenees. He became extremely
sensitive and overly obedient and
submissive. Ok, I know; too obedient, you ask? Let me explain.
Everyone desires an obedient
dog; however, Bulvai took obedience to a whole new level. If he
was off-leash and we called him,
Chester &
he would come to us, but with his
Bulvai
head hanging low as if he was
“being punished.” We could leave
Bulvai outside in the park with
our gate open because he wouldn’t cross the imaginary line
at the edge of our property. This is unheard of for a Pyrenees, especially a male who should be exploring. If he heard
a raised voice, he would get up from the room and hide. And
I don’t mean a voice raised in anger; the tone was irrelevant.
Even loud joking caused him to leave the room and hide. If
we gave him food from our own hands, he would give us a
look as if we were going to poison him; then he began to
completely reject the food. However, not only did he reject
the food, but he also began to reject both me and Franz, my
husband. We continued to pet and love on him; however, he
wanted little to do with us (or anyone) and began to retreat
further, finding solitude under Franz’s desk and within himself.
We couldn’t explain these new behaviors, but we continued to treat him the same; we saw in his eyes the same
gentleness he always had, and medically there was no explanation. He wasn’t playing with the other dogs, dogs he knew
or our other two. If you didn’t know him you would think
we adopted him as an abused animal. This behavior began
with him shortly after he became a year old.
The last time we remember Bulvai really playing with
the other dogs where he had fun letting loose was the last
snow storm we got in our area several years ago. When I
think back about that time, and am really honest, it was only
because Jacques made him play and Bulvai followed his
lead. That was in February and the months that followed
were hit or miss if you saw any activity that could be considered play from him; mostly the play came from Jacques or
Chester. Considering Bulvai’s age, it was very odd for him
not to cut up and play.
Sadly, the one day Bulvai decided to play (rather clumsily) with Jacques, two summers ago, it ended in an injury.
Bulvai and Jacques were chasing one another when Jacques
tore his ACL. It was horrible when Jacque went down and
the accident devastated Bulvai more than Jacques. Jacques
was able to recover from the injury without surgery (we
allowed the ACL to heal, treating him without surgery due to
his age). He lost a lot of weight and was able to walk and
actually run on it later. Jacques was amazing, becoming a
younger version of himself after he had healed.
Bulvai, on the other hand, was a different story. He became more subdued and put more walls up. While Jacques
was healing, Bulvai “refused” to leave his side. He felt so
guilty about the accident and he seemed to be putting all of
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the guilt on himself; at least, that
is what we saw happening. And
there was nothing we could do to
help him. Even when we were
outside with them off leash, Bulvai
wouldn’t leave our sides. He
wouldn’t play. He wouldn’t venture far and we when he did leave
us, he would come right back with
his head down like he had done
something wrong or was being
punished. Jacques tried to get him
to play, but Bulvai wouldn’t engage; he would just sit down or
lay in the grass. Clearly, the ACL event was a major setback
from which he would not recover.
It took almost a year to get him to go further than 200
yards without him feeling pressure that another accident
was going to happen. Jacques, who was now 11 years old,
was running and trying to play BUT NOT Bulvai. When it
was time to feed them, Bulvai refused to eat until the other
two had finished their food and THEN he would eat. He
would sit there, drooling, but he would wait. There has never been aggression from the other dogs toward him, but
they had to leave the kitchen before he would even eat. He
also no longer wanted to go upstairs to the balcony overlooking the park, which was a favorite place of theirs to relax.
We tried everything we could to get Bulvai out of his
funk and thought he was getting better as Jacques and Chester pushed him along. Our home happens to back up to a
public park, and over the years all the Frisbee disc players
have grown to develop this amazing affection for our dogs.
Some had no choice as the dogs are basically live petting
magnets. We began to see Bulvai following the lead of Chester who only knows one emotion—LOVE—and Jacques who
was always the center of attention and knew how to manipulate humans toward him. They loved getting attention from
the strangers in the park. Although Bulvai would come back
to us like he had just committed mass murder, he was also
enjoying being petted by strangers. It was a baby step because this was different than the attention from the people
at the pet store. We were hopeful that he was getting better
because he was now seeking out attention from strangers
and not being as shy.

Bulvai & Jacques
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Jacques
sadly did not
have as long to
work with Bulvai
as he and the rest
of the family had
wished. Although
it was over a year
and half after his
Chester,
ACL accident, he
Ohanzee &
passed away in
February, having
Bulvai
lived an amazing
12.5 years. As you can imagine, it was incredibly difficult on
our family, but it was especially hardo n Bulvai as Jacques had
been his life-line and mentor.
Knowing that the inevitable was going to happen, my
husband and I had been doing what any typical couple does—
“talking without talking,” protecting each other from what we
knew was going to hurt and still does today. We kept telling
one another “I don’t want to get another dog” over and over
again. Some of our reasons were very lame, I must say, but
when you know you have experienced something special, as
we did with Jacques, that void he was going to leave would be
very deep. One night, the family was together and we began
telling stories about Jacques. As you can imagine, we were
crying and laughing. Then my husband, Franz, broke first and
said with a smile, “I want to get another Jacques.”
Franz and I discussed bringing a puppy into the home
and the impact it would have on the other two dogs. Chester,
although developmentally slow (we feel he is still very puppy
-like and always will be), was now approaching six years old
and Bulvai was soon to be four. Although he was missing
Jacques, Chester was going about his daily routine the best he
could. We had no doubt he would accept a puppy within a day
or so. Our thoughts for Bulvai were basically that one of two
things may happen: (1) a puppy in his face may cause him to
retreat more or (2) a puppy could break down his walls. “He
can’t hide forever, right?” we questioned each other confidently but fearfully.
Knowing how much my heart was broken (Jacques was a
gift to me from Franz and was always at my side), Franz had
me calling breeders. I found an incredible woman name Vicki
Spencer who was breeding a new breed of dog: Blue Bay
Shepherd. Vicki didn’t mind me crying on the phone. Everything we were looking for was in her breed: temperament,
social skills, intelligence, looks, size, family bonding, etc. Vicki
was so knowledgeable about wolves,
wolfdogs, and dogs in general; it was like
getting a new lesson on the phone every
time I spoke to her, and she could handle
me on the phone. On top of all that, we
were referred to her by two other breeders. Talking to her, I knew this was our
breeder. But more importantly, I knew we
were doing the right thing.
Ohanzee, which is Sioux for “shadow,”
arrived the day after my birthday, which
also happens to be Easter. I thought that
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day was never going to come. My husband, Becky (my stepdaughter, who is now 20), and I were like giddy kids waiting
for Santa! Santa just happened to be a pilot, and we were
waiting in the cargo area at DFW airport. When we opened
the dog crate … it was “love at first sight.” Everyone in the
cargo area’s mouths dropped. They didn’t know if we had a
bear or a wolf or a new hybrid called a “bear wolf.” They just
knew it was freaking cute!
As soon as we introduced Ohanzee to the other two dogs,
our expectations were confirmed. Chester accepted the puppy that minute ... and Bulvai wanted nothing to do with him.
We knew that it would take a few days or weeks for Bulvai to
come around. As the days progressed, Chester began to take
on a more nurturing role, almost mothering, even as Ohanzee
was terrorizing him, pulling on his ears and tail, biting him,
using him as his personal jungle gym. It was like Chester finally had a purpose in life and a distraction now that Jacques
was no longer with us. We just thought Chester was going to
play with him, not think we got him a puppy of his own. It
amazed us.
Bulvai, as we thought, saw Ohanzee coming into the
home as being an “intrusion.” He was not pleased at all—
especially during the first month and a half. However, we
NEVER expected (nor did Bulvai) how much of an intrusion
Ohanzee was going to be to the walls that Bulvai had built up
around himself. Ohanzee did give Bulvai some space while he
got used to his new environment, missing his mom and siblings. But then one day, he saw Bulvai sulking, and our home
and Bulvai’s world changed! Ohanzee became “determined”
to “break through” to Bulvai and make Bulvai paly with him.
The transition that “little puppy” did to Bulvai has been
amazing!
Any time Bulvai thought he could put up a wall to shut
out Ohanzee, it was a challenge to Ohanzee! He was determined to tear it down. When Bulvai was in the common areas
of the house, Ohanzee took that as “Open Season,” and he
would begin to chase Bulvai, play attacking him and forcing
him to play with him. Of course, Bulvai would try to retreat
from this crazed black fur ball coming after him, but that did
not stop this determined little puppy. Ohanzee would just
follow him, and he was so much quicker than Bulvai. This
would drive Bulvai nuts, until Chester would finally step in
and Ohanzee would then attack and play with Chester, with
Bulvai watching them play. But Ohanzee would still toss in a
few last cheap shots, even with Bulvai growling at him.
(Continued on page 8)

Chester, Ohanzee & Bulvai
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While any other dog would have backed down at the
snarls, Ohanzee went in for more. When Bulvai would go under the desk to try and pout or sulk, Ohanzee would follow
him into his personal space, getting into his face, trying to
make him play; sometimes Ohanzee would simply crawl on
top of him and lay down over him. He just didn’t care that it
was Bulvai’s space. Bulvai would show his teeth or attempt to
growl, but that didn’t bother or intimidate Ohanzee at all.
This odd behavior threw Bulvai off guard. If Ohanzee couldn’t
get Bulvai to come out from underneath the desk, he would
circle around to the other side and try to pull his tail to get
him out. That never failed to work on Bulvai. Ohanzee would
also toss his hedgehog at Bulvai, trying to get him to play
with it. All of this behavior was just odd for Bulvai. This puppy was persistent and just did not follow the rules!!! As time
progressed, Bulvai began to show more interest in the interaction and play between Ohanzee and Chester. He also began
to express more interest in their interactions with us.
One day after a month of playing with his hedge hog,
Ohanzee began running around the downstairs of our home.
He was barking and tossing the stuffed animal, going wild. He
was running circles around Chester, who looked like a lion
shaking his head and going after him. Now the day before,
Ohanzee had been running around, trying to get the attention
of Bulvai, who was just looking at me like “Stop him,; why are
you letting him do that?” Well … it was like magic. The next
thing I saw was Bulvai getting up FROM UNDERNEATH THE
DESK, ears sticking out perkily from the sides of his head! He
was intently watching Ohanzee, who was running around in
circles underneath the pool table with Chester trying to catch
him! Then Bulvai flew across the room, joining Chester and
trying to catch Ohanzee and the hedgehog! But Ohanzee
tossed the hedgehog, so it became a game of toss and catch.
They knew what they are doing, even if I didn’t! I was laughing and they were having a blast, running through the pool
room. Although I thought the whole scene was funny, I was in
shock; was this a fluke? No. It was the start of Ohanzee forcing Bulvai to play, and it quickly became a morning ritual,

Chester,
Ohanzee &
Bulvai
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Bulvai,
Ohanzee &
Chester

with them playing a game we began calling “Chase the Rat.”
Every morning before Franz got ready for work, Ohanzee
would begin running around the house with a stuffed animal
and the other two dogs would try to catch him. Our house
was becoming a race track in the mornings. Bulvai began
looking forward to Ohanzee’s morning game of “chase” in the
house.
From that day in the pool room, Ohanzee succeeded in
breaking the walls that Bulvai seemed to have built around
himself over the years—walls that we could not tear down. In
the past, we never spent an evening with Bulvai joining us in
the living room while we were watching TV. Now, when he
comes into the living room, he is either lying down on the dog
bed (that has always been in there), or sleeping behind the
couch, snoring, or wrestling with Ohanzee, attempting to rearrange the furniture. Either way, he is with us and is very
comfortable doing any of the three. He doesn’t leave, hiding
underneath the desk as he did for years prior.
The first day Ohanzee came to live with us, I had him on
our balcony to get him used to it; the other two dogs had
joined us. That was the first day Bulvai had been upstairs
since Jacques had torn his ACL. Now, Bulvai goes upstairs
regularly—and on his own. It also isn’t uncommon now for
him to join one of us, cuddling on the couch in our bedroom
and giving us comfort (something we rarely, if ever, got without asking for). We also see him now initiating play with one
of our other dogs or with the other dogs in the park. Even
today as I write this article, I am amazed at the change in
Bulvai—all because of Ohanzee. Bulvai wanted to join the
other two dogs for a car ride as we went to the dry cleaner’s
earlier because he didn’t want to be left out—and he was
“very persuasive” about it at the front door.
What we find so amazing is that we had a dog that—for
whatever reason—had put up these walls and had put so
much pressure on himself over the course of four years that
we couldn’t help him. In less than two months (now more
than six months), Ohanzee had stripped him of his shell. All it
took was one special puppy who was determined to teach
him the basics of being a dog and letting loose again. Bulvai
will be OK!
As for Ohanzee, it turns out that his personality quirk of
just not taking no (from sulking people and animals) is not a
coincidence, nor is it limited to Bulvai. He seeks out those
with barriers and makes it his personal mission to bring
them down.
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Blue Bay Shepherd: A Lifetime Quest
By Vicki Spencer
Introduction
The Blue Bay Shepherd is a new breed, recently
developed to produce dogs that are wolf-like in appearance but domestic in nature. They are named for
their origin in Palm Bay, FL, and the “blue” German
Shepherd in their ancestry. Blue Bay Shepherds are
large, friendly, intelligent, and engaging dogs. They are
quite unique and striking with their light eyes and
blue coats. The addition of their lean and leggy conformation adds to their beautiful, wolf-like appearance.
They come in long, plush, and shorter coat lengths as
well as a variety of colors, but all are shades of blue or
carriers of the blue color gene.
There is only one breeder of Blue Bay Shepherds in
the U.S. and one in Europe. All Blue Bays come with a
certification number, and those will only be issued
through the BBS Certification process and will include
an authorized hand-written signature.

Temperament & Conformation
Blue Bay Shepherds are eager to please and seem
to possess an uncanny ability to assess a situation. Because of this, they should do well as service dogs.
However, while they may “look” intimidating, their
friendly nature makes them less than an ideal choice
for protection. Because this breed is still being developed, the standard of the breed is described more as
the ultimate goal, with most Blue Bays already very
much within the guidelines:
 Size: Large shepherd-type
 Weight: Males 80-100 lbs.; females 60-90 lbs.
 Height: 26" - 30"
 Coat: Long, plush, and short
 Temperament: Friendly, outgoing, trustworthy

Vicki Spencer with Passion & Dillon

loving nature, and awesome beauty of their wolf ancestry. That has proved to be very difficult and, at times, a
seemingly impossible thing to accomplish because
finding just the right dog has not been easy. However,
I always knew the German Shepherd had most of what
I wanted.
The problem was finding a way I could cross the
shepherd with dogs of more recent wolf heritage and
NOT produce the traits that I personally found to be
unappealing with some of today’s German Shepherds,
specifically, the very dark eyes and larger ears. At the
same time, there was something about a lot of wolf
type dogs that I did not like either (e.g., their shy and
sometimes very timid nature with humans). Crossing a
dog with traceable wolf heritage back to a shepherd is
not by any means something new; it has been done
(Continued on page 10)

History
The Blue Bay Shepherd is a new breed in progress,
one that I have been working on for over 20 years. The
first litters were finally produced in March 2011. Some
of the foundation animals are from European German
Shepherds imported from a top breeder in France with
bloodlines from Germany and Holland as well. They
are a color known as “blue” and are very hard to find in
the shepherd. It has been my dream for many years to
develop a dog that would have the willingness to
please, the loyal nature and trainability of a well-bred
German Shepherd, with the extremely good health,

2011 Solid Blue from Passion & Dillon
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(Continued from page 9)

2011 Blue/Fawn from Slate & Jordan

many times before.
Today there are some
wonderful breeds that
have been created
from this cross. However, it seemed like
the German Shepherd
had dominated the
looks of almost every
cross I had previously
seen. As many know,
the German Shepherd
has traceable wolf
heritage, and in some
of the old studbooks
the wolf was originally used in the development of the breed
as we know it today.
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blue-colored wolfdogs. I’m sure everyone knows how it
goes when you quit trying so hard; sometimes things
just happen. One day I received an email from a breeder in France who bred Altdeustsche Schaferhund’s;
they attached their website address to the bottom of
the email. I clicked on their site and there they were,
the most beautiful blue German Shepherds I’ve ever
seen!

Foundation German Shepherds
Within a year, I got two blue German Shepherd
pups: a male (Jordan) and female (Passion). I must say,
I was extremely surprised to find everything I was
looking for in those two pups. I consider myself very
fortunate to find such a dedicated breeder. Without
them, I would have never been able to get started on
this new breed. These two puppies not only had the
color, but their ears were not oversized and their tem-

Foundation Search
While I love the look of the old-style German
Shepherds like “Rinty” from the 1950’s TV series The
Adventures of Rin-Tin-Tin, it was impossible for me to
find that look. When I ran across the blue color in the
wolfdog, I knew then that was what I needed to produce the look I wanted. A “blue” German Shepherd
would solve my problem with the dark eyes since the
blue-coated animals always seemed to have lighter
eyes. So when and if I was able to find one, I would
only have to work on bringing the ear size back down
in proportion to the head. However, the “blue” German Shepherd proved elusive. I had one back in the
70’s, so I knew the blue existed. It was just extremely
hard to find now. I could not find one anywhere. The
only blues I located were not solids; they developed a
distinct saddle and almost completely lost the “blue”
look within
a year.
After a
while I pretty
much
gave up all
hope of ever
finding
a
blue
German Shepherd
and
just went on
breeding my
2011 Solid Blue from Passion & Dillon

Passion (left) & Jordan (right) as Puppies

perament was everything I could have hoped for. They
both have very soft temperaments and sweet personalities, more like that of a Collie or Golden Retriever—
great for a family pet. So my concern about the possibility of having the aggressive temperament that some
GSD’s have was no longer an issue.
Jordan and Passion absolutely love everyone they
meet. This type of temperament is great because my
vision for the Blue Bay Shepherd was to create a really
good companion and family pet that would be safe
with all people. Since the wolfdogs I have had over the
last 30 years have always displayed nothing but a sweet
nature and have never shown any protective or aggressive tendencies, I did not want to add that with the
German Shepherd.
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2012 Solid Blue from Slate & Jordan

Developing the Blue Bay Shepherd
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animals specifically
chosen for looks and
temperament.
In
addition, I know
their
backgrounds
very well. I have already chosen the
other lines that I will
be introducing into
the further development of the breed,
although I can say I
have come closer to
exactly what I want
the Blue Bays to be
in these first pups
than I ever imagined 2011 Solid Blue from Passion & Dillon
I would.
There will be NO wolves added in the development
of this breed. I will be creating a standard for what all
Blue Bays should ideally be. I hope to be on target with
that standard by keeping in touch with all the new
owners as their pups grow. This way I will know if they
are turning out as planned and can work on continually improving the breed as it develops. With the help of
other dedicated people and the daily blessings of God,
my dream for the Blue Bay Shepherd will soon be realized.

So in 2011 I had the first foundation litters of what I
intend to develop as the Blue Bay Shepherd, just a
good pet and true companion dog with “out of this
world” beauty. They will not carry the stigma of the
name “wolf,” “wolfdog” or wolf hybrid” since one of the
parents is a full-blooded German Shepherd and the
other parent is five generations removed from pure Editor’s Note: For those who wish to inquire about Blue
wolf in the line. This makes the first Blue Bay Shep- Bay Shepherds, go to www.bluebayshepherds.com or
contact Vicki Spencer by phone at 561-248-4610.
herds F-6s.
Within the next year or two, I will begin breeding
Blue Bay to Blue Bay. I have been very selective about
the animals that I chose for this first breeding. I used
animals that I have line bred for quite some time—

2011 Solid Blue from Passion & Dillon

2011 Solid Blue from Slate & Jordan
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Ain’t Easy Being Wolf
By Kent Ferrell
PART III
Things are getting serious now!
Talbot chuckled when she so baldly stated she’d have
shot the dangerous man on the ATV if he hadn’t shown up
when he did. Adjusting the pup in his jacket, he then
spoke about Brenneman: “Brenneman’s been accused of
everything and convicted of nothing.”
He poured their coffee carefully so
the grounds would stay in the pan. Setting the pan back on the stove, he faced
her. “How did … damn!” he said looking
down into his jacket.
She laughed, “Did he pee on you?
Here,” she handed him some of the paper towels she’d laid out for the surgery.
After exchanging the puppy for the
paper towels, he took off his jacket and
began patting it dry. “How did all this happen?” Talbot
motioned toward the two animals and then resumed the
clean up.
“The wolf-rancher-outfitter-hunter problem has been
going on for some time,” she began. “We—the Blue
Spruce Wildlife Sanctuary, that is—are not an activist
group. We can’t really afford to be one because we do
work for the US government, some foreign governments,
and universities as well as domestic research groups. Our
agend—”
Talbot interrupted her, “You’ll have to tell me what
kind of work later; right now, I want to know how all this
started.” He glanced at her. “Are you cold?” he asked,
but didn’t wait for an answer as he started adding some
wood to the flickering fire.
“Yes, thanks,” she continued. “Don’t really know why
we got dragged into it as we’ve really tried to stay neutral. Jason Partee, one of Brenneman’s buddies, has some
property that backs up to ours—. Well let me back up.
I’ve gotten ahead of myself, and this is really complicated.”
“Before you go there, what do you take in your coffee?”
She laughed a small laugh and some of the edge was
gone out of her voice when she answered. “I usually take
sugar and hazelnut creamer.”
It was his turn to laugh. “I’ll just rush right down to
Starbucks and get that. I’ve got the sugar, but the closest
thing we’ve got for creamer is that puppy formula we
just fed him…” he chuckled and she answered in kind. He
stirred a little sugar into both cups and handed her one.
Closing her eyes, she took a sip. Opening her eyes,
she stared into the distance, somewhere far away from
this cabin and maybe a long time ago. Eventually she

came back to the present. “Thanks for the coffee. It’s
not bad.”
“Learned to make good coffee in self-defense cause a
lot of what passes for cowboy coffee is closer to rust remover than coffee.”
After a brief laugh, she spoke again: “Word was
somebody paid off the government wildlife guys to tamper with the official elk count.”
“Up or down?” Talbot asked.
“Don’t know for sure. There were so
many accusations flying around that it
was difficult to separate the truth from
the lies. Whatever the case, some of
them finally got busted. Someone pointed
the finger at us, saying we did it. We didn’t, but most folks thought we did it, and
they gave us a bunch of trouble over every facet of our business where they had any control. They
were and still are making our life pretty miserable at
times.”
Talbot shook his head. “No doubt it was done to hide
the facts; that’s a favorite tactic when powerful people
are in trouble.”
Addie McCormick looked at him for a moment before
she responded. What she said and what she was thinking
were two completely different things Talbot figured.
“The count really doesn’t make any difference. If the
count is truly low, less tags are issued so outfitters and
hunters are upset, more complaints are made to authorities, the wolf gets blamed and is taken off the no-hunt
list, and more wolf tags are issued and big money is paid
for wolf hunts. If the count is high, more elk tags are issued, hunting money is good, and everybody says how
much better it is without the wolf. In the off season, the
elk become a nuisance and destroy hay crops, so ranchers
and farmers demand they be moved, shot, or dealt with
some other way. The count finally goes down and, once
again, the wolf gets blamed. And none of it has to be the
truth. All they have to do is stir up the environmentalist
or the ranchers, hunters, and outfitters. It all depends on
what they want to accomplish,” she caught her breath for
a moment and started again. “And I know this to be the
truth; we have pictures. Some elk were killed in multiple
controlled hunts. The carcasses were moved to remote
areas and later reported as predation by wolves. As you
can guess, with all the free food, there were more wolf
sightings. Go figure!”
Talbot shook his head again. “Ma’am, I heard about
that, but the story we got was a little different; some
ranchers got busted for shooting elk and claiming reimbursement under the predator clause.”
She cut him off. “Yes, well what you heard was just
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that, a story,” she said sipping at her still steaming coffee. “A lot of people have been blamed for things they
didn’t do. I have no great love for the ranchers—we’ve
had trouble with them too—and I’ve heard that ranchers
have done it, but not this time.”
“Is that what all of this is about? A vendetta over
somebody getting busted?” he asked, not knowing just
what to believe.
“Not exactly. That situation and this one are not—.”
Suddenly BC, the adult wolf, raised his head and howled.
Talbot jumped. Addie leaned forward and touched him,
but he was oblivious to her. He began to flop around as
she tried holding him still.
“Mr. Talbot, come help me hold him. I need to get a
little more pain medication in him. I think I guessed a little low on the dosage.”
Talbot put on his gloves and knelt down beside her.
“What do you want me to do?”
“Just hold his head.”
Talbot pressed the weak wolf’s head to the floor. BC
growled and grumbled, but was calmed under the influence, not strong enough to do much more than fuss.
“Even at the best of times, it’s never fun watching
them come out from under anesthesia. These guys especially because there’s such a fear issue with them,” she
explained.
They struggled with BC intermittently for fifteen or
twenty minutes until the pain medication knocked the
edge off, and with her calm reassurance, he finally settled down.
“Are you hungry?” he asked her.
“Not really, but I probably need to eat something
since I’ve been running on pure adrenaline all day,” she
replied.
“I’ve got some nice little steaks, or we can cook some
leg quarters. They were for him,” Talbot said pointing to
BC. “But, there’s plenty, and I don’t think he will mind.”
Addie McCormick smiled at his humor. Talbot watched
her, deciding she was not an unattractive woman. She
was tall, probably near 5’10” in her stocking feet. She
was lean and hard, almost too lean. She had a slightly
long, oval face with just enough jawline to give her a
tomboyish, outdoor look. And she had hazel eyes framed
by unruly copper hair.
Talbot glanced at the window. There was little light
left. He decided he’d better bring some firewood in before it got any darker. It was going to be wet from the
snow, but there was nothing he could do about that. He
wished he’d covered the wood before he’d left, but BC
was partially laying on the tarp, and getting him off of it
would have been a painful problem for both of them.
Then another thought crossed his mind. “Ms. McCormick, I know you’ve probably got folks worried sick about
you. A husband, boyfriend, co-workers, somebody?” he
questioned.
She laughed. “Not married, and no time for a boy-
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friend; besides, it’s a little tough around here finding one
that either (a) likes wolves and wolfdogs or (b) can deal
with my schedule. But I do have a co-worker that is probably about to call search and rescue.”
“It’s probably going to come to that. You’re cell
phone ain’t gonna work out here. We’ll have to take a
hike to the top of the ridge and hope for the best.”
She grinned. “Mine will.” She dragged her saddle bags
closer, fishing through the contents before pulling out
something that looked a lot like a cell phone.
“Looks suspiciously like a cell phone,” he grinned.
“Satellite phone actually,” she replied. “One of our
supporters came out here and got lost. Of
course, his cell phone didn’t work. He
bought us this as soon as he got back
home,” she explained while donning her
Carhartt jacket and stepping outside to
make the call. “Hello. Andrea.… Calm
down; I’m ok. I’m OK,” she repeated from
right outside the door.
Talbot couldn’t make out any of the
words, but somebody on the other end of
that call was very excited and very loud.
“Andrea, I’m way up in the mountains
above and to the west of Partee’s place…. No, I’m in a
line shack with
a cowboy I met on the trail.” It got very quiet at the other end of the line for a moment. “Andrea! Everything is
OK…. No, Jake’s dead…. The cowboy I’m with helped me
get him away from the guy that shot him…. Yes, at the
point of a gun…. Yes, he did…. No, I haven’t had time to
cry; I’ll do that later,” Addie McCormick looked at Talbot
and rolled her eyes.
“Listen, Andrea. I need to tell you something. I’m
here with BC…. No. No, he’s bad off. I had to take his
back leg off…. He came up to this cabin last night, and he
has one of Yoko’s pups with him…. No, Andrea, I don’t
have any idea. I’ll fill you in later; it costs too much to
chat on this thing.... Yes. In the morning when I know
more about his condition.... I’ll call you.... I don’t know;
I’ll call you tomorrow,” she said firmly and disconnected.
Addie stepped back into the cabin, gently closing the
door behind her. “She’s a little excitable.”
“I only heard half the conversation, and I’d say more
than a little excitable,” Talbot replied. Pulling on his
jacket and gloves, he told her, “Listen, I’ve got to move
some wood in and get started on something for dinner.”
“Let me help you while he’s resting; we’re likely to
have a rough night with him,” Addie responded.
“Yeah, I’m still tired from the last night I spent with
a wolf,” Talbot said.
She laughed, “Well, technically speaking, he’s not a
wolf; he’s a wolfdog.”
“Coulda’ fooled me. I can’t tell him from the real
thing,” Talbot replied.
(Continued on page 14)
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“He’s about 93%. You really need to know what
you’re looking at to find the dog traits in him,” she explained.
“No kidding; why do you have wolfdogs? Why not just
wolves?”
“We’re a sanctuary and a refuge, as well as a research facility. While we get some funding for projects, it
doesn’t pay all the bills, so we depend a lot on donations,” she pulled
on her gloves. “You ready?”
“How exactly did you get into
this business?” he asked her as they
walked to the tarp.
“It was sort of a progression, I
guess. I grew up near here and
worked as a vet tech while putting
myself through school” she explained, picking up a corner of the
tarp and helping Talbot drag it over
to the stack of wood. “About my junior year of college, a
guy brought a high content wolfdog into the clinic, and
that was it. I was in love. I started school studying Ag
Management, but much to my step-father’s chagrin, I
changed my major to Wildlife Biology. I finished school
and ended up on a project with the Montana Fish and
Game Department. That was about the time they started
the Yellowstone project—the wolf reintroduction. By then
I had a couple of high content wolfdogs, and one of the
senior biologists was impressed with what I had done with
my two animals. He asked if I was interested in taking on
a university project, and the rest is history. It’s sort of a
long story how I ended up back here after my mother
passed, but it was all going pretty well until about three
years ago.”
After making two trips with armloads of wood, they
covered the firewood and anchored the tarp against the
wind.
Shrugging out of their coats, he said, “Ok, so back to
dinner. Like I said, we have chicken leg quarters or flank
steak. We’ve also got ranch-style beans and some carrots
and celery for vegetables.”
“I had chicken twice yesterday,” she said flatly.
“Steak it is, then,” he responded, heading toward the
stove.
They both set about making dinner as the big animal
rested and hopefully recovered. “Has he ever been inside
before?” Talbot asked.
“Quite a bit, in fact. He’s one of our ambassador animals. He travels to seminars and fundraisers. But we’ll
need to watch him; being hurt this bad and coming out
from under anesthesia, I’m not sure how he will react,”
she explained. “I told you my life story; now it’s your
turn. Something tells me you’re more than just a brush
popper.”
He laughed at that. Most civilized folks wouldn’t even
know what that meant. “I grew up in a small west Texas
town—Stamford—until I was 12. My dad was the shop
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manager for a drilling operation there, and he traveled a
lot. When the company was taken over by the two sons,
they quickly went broke and we ended up in Williston,
North Dakota, where my dad began working for a small
mom-and-pop service company. They didn’t have enough
work to keep him busy full time, so he worked part time
for a cow-calf operation. By then, I was working some to
help keep the family afloat. I
liked cowboying a lot better than
the roughnecking, but I almost
ended up in some serious trouble,
so my dad had me on the road
with a service crew one summer. I
hated him for it, but it probably
straightened me out. Eventually, I
got on with a major service company and spent sometime working
internationally, mostly in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. I finally ended up working rotation out of Alaska, and on my
rotations home, I cowboyed. After a bad divorce I didn’t
have much, so I didn’t need much. And I was tired of the
rotation work anyway, so I started doing this pretty much
full time. There you have it,” he concluded.
“Well, I was right,” was all she said.
The steak was a little tough, but well-seasoned. They
were both very hungry, so it really didn’t make any difference. They ate, cleaned up the dishes, and fed the
pup again. Talbot gave his sleeping roll to Addie; he
wrapped up on a cot under his jacket and horse blanket,
which was cut to double as a poncho when he was camping in the open. They then tried to settle down for the
evening.
As predicted, BC had a tough night. Nobody got much
sleep. BC howled and whined, flopping around off and on
for most of the night. Talbot got up to feed the pup and
then crawled back onto the cot, stuffing the little guy
under his jacket to keep him quiet. Sometime around
4:00 A.M., BC had finally worn himself out and fell off to
sleep. They all finally fell into a good slumber that was
cut short around 6:30 when BC began fidgeting.
With the anesthesia wearing off, the big wolfdog was
very wary of Talbot, but at least he didn’t act like he
wanted to eat him. Addie had administered more pain
meds about daybreak, and they were finally taking effect. Talbot had put on water for coffee and peered outside to check on the horses. Just as he stepped away
from the window, a shot rang out, shattering the tranquil
morning. The bullet smashed through the window and
slammed into the pantry shelf, splattering ranch style
beans over the cabin walls and floor.
Talbot hit the floor. “Addie, stay down!” he shouted.
BC had jumped at the noise and was now whimpering
from the pain. Addie was beside him, trying to settle
him. About five seconds after the first shot, a second shot
came through the glass, slamming into the wall but missing the canned goods this time. Talbot crawled to the
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scoped rifle they had taken from the ATV rider on the
trail. He flipped over the heavy, rough-hewn table and
pushed it toward the door.
“What are you doing?” Addie yelped, hunched protectively over BC.
“I’m going to see where they’re at.”
“They’ll kill you,” she whispered again.
He explained, “If that’s what he (or they) wanted to
do, he would have done when I was at the windows. He is
just trying to scare us.”
“They’re sure as hell doing a good job of that,” she
muttered.
The third shot slammed into the wall near the others.
Talbot looked over to see Addie scrambling for her satellite phone. “What are you doing?”
Fumbling for the phone, she asserted, “I’m calling
the cops.”
He laughed. “Unless you’ve got a squad of Marines
just over the hill, help will be hours getting here.”
“Very funny. Then what do we do? What do they
want?”
“Wait,” he replied. “I reckon they wanted to get our
attention. They’ll let us know what they want.”
“Well, they sure got it. Why haven’t they said anything yet? You don’t seem too worried,” she accused.
“I’ll start worrying if they try shooting the horses.”
Her face lost all color, “Dear God, they wouldn’t do
that would they?”
“That’s what I would do.”
She went quiet.
For the first time, Talbot had the opportunity to really examine the rifle they had confiscated from the ATV
driver. The light in the cabin
was dim, but he could tell it
was a very expensive rifle—a
Sig SSG Tactical with a US
Optics Tactical scope. It was
about seven thousand dollars’
worth of scope and rifle. It
was too dim in the cabin to see the caliber markings, but
he guessed it was 7.62 NATO.
They lay there for several minutes with Addie trying
to settle BC.
“Cowboy!” came the hail through the cold morning
air.
Talbot said nothing in reply, just waited to see what
else was forthcoming. A few seconds later came another
hail. “Can you hear me?”
“Addie, stay low and pull the door open.”
“What?!” she whispered in disbelief.
Talbot looked at the holes in the window, and then
looked at the impact zone, calculating the trajectory of
the bullets. He had positioned himself prone on the floor,
well back from the door. With partial cover from the
overturned table, he brought the scope to his eye. Inside
the dark cabin among the overturned furniture, he would
be very hard to see.
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“Open the door, and stay down,” he repeated.
She didn’t like it, but she did it. Instantly, he started
searching for the shooter. “I hear you,” he shouted back.
“Cowboy, stay out of this; it ain’t none of your business. You won't get another warning,” the shooter hollered.
The US Optics scope’s superior light-gathering capability helped him find the shooter in just a few seconds.
He was about 180 yards out, in a makeshift ground blind
in the edge of the timber; no doubt, he was thinking he
was well hid—and would have been without those optics.
Talbot shouted back to him. “I don’t want in your business.”
There was a long pause; then the shooter called out
again. “You’ve had your warning. You won’t get another.”
Addie, cover BC’s ears and cover the pup.”
“No! No! Please no!” she pleaded.
Talbot gritted his teeth and looked over at her. ”I’m
not going to shoot him—just give him a dose of his own
medicine.”
“Please no.”
His demeanor radiated his displeasure as he glanced
at her. He sighed heavily and looked back through the
scope. The shooter was gone. Talbot scanned the area,
but found no sign of him. He watched for a while longer
to make sure the shooter was gone and was not setting
them up for an ambush.
When he was satisfied, Talbot rose, staying out of the
light of the doorway, and closed the door. Thankfully,
the shots didn’t shatter the window; there were just
three small caliber holes, probably from a .223, a high
velocity round.
Talbot moved to
the fireplace and stirred
the fire. With the door
open, the cabin had lost
a lot of its heat. He
tossed some of the
damp wood onto the fire, which began to sputter as the
moisture boiled off.
Talbot was not happy, and Addie knew it. She wanted
to say something but didn’t know what. Before she could
form any words, Talbot broke the silence. “Addie McCormick, what is all this about? People don’t shoot up houses
or send out snipers with $7,000 rifles over a few wolves. I
want to know what you’ve got me into because I’m not
too keen on getting shot at, and I’m especially not too
keen on getting shot at over something I have no clue
about.”
She was quiet for an uncomfortably long time, but
then she finally started to speak. “You don’t know the
resolve of these people,” she said defensively.
“Addie!” he countered sternly. “I live up here; I’ve
lived up here for some time. I know the heated debate
over wolves. I know people hate them just because they
(Continued on page 16)
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are wolves, but there is something you’re not telling me.”
She said nothing. He saw the glassy reflection of her
tears reflected in the light of the fireplace. He felt bad
for her turmoil, but her stubborn resolve paled against the
shot up cabin and the potential of what these people were
threatening.
There was genuine anger in Morris Talbot’s expression. “You can shut down and refuse to talk to me, but
you’d better take this to heart.... Don’t let your foolish
pride over some personal squabble get in the way of good
common sense because I will not be someone else’s pawn
and I will not be shot at over some pissing contest.”
He remembered the water on the stove and checked
it. It was in a rolling boil and ready for the coffee. He was
surprised that the entire incident had lasted only four or
five minutes, though he shouldn’t have been. Tossing in
the coffee, he set out their coffee cups. He then looked
up at her. He would let it go for now—she had been
through a lot—but there was a limit to his patience.
She would not make eye contact with him.
“What are you going to do with him?” he asked.
When she finally looked at him, he nodded toward BC.
“It will be a few days before we can move him. I did a
pretty bad hack job on his leg, so I don’t know how much
time that’s going to add,” she replied, seeming glad to be
talking about something else. “When he’s able to move,
I’ll have someone bring an ATV up here and pick him up.”
“Well, we’re going to have to have some supplies.”
“What do you mean ‘WE’? I can have supplies brought
up, and I can handle BC and the pup by myself. If I can
stay here long enough so that he can travel, that is.”
There was a pleading edge in her voice.
“I certainly don’t mind that you stay,” he told her.
”But I’m sorry to say that you’re not rid of me so soon.
I’ve still got a job to do and several days of riding. I’ve
got a number of high meadows to check and more elk to
count, if there are any. And I need to see if there are any
cattle that made the winter up here,” he figured that
news did not please her after their previous exchange, but
her face was an unreadable mask.
“Don’t they do that by airplane and helicopter?”
“Yes ma’am, they do, but I’m up here anyway, and
they pay me a little bit to do it. It’s a lot cheaper than a
plane or chopper,” he shrugged. “Besides, this is what I
love to do, and I’m a long way from being a kid, so I’d
better enjoy this while I can ’cause I won't be able to do it
forever,” he said, turning off the heat below the water to
let the grounds settle.
For some reason that struck her as sad, and she
frowned at the thought. “Why do you do it? It can’t pay
much money. What about your retirement?”
Talbot thought that question a little too personal as
he turned to pour the coffee. He shook his head, ”I’ve got
a little put back,” he said defensively.
She jerked her hand to her mouth when she realized
what she had said. “Oh, I am so sorry; that is none of my
business. I should never have asked that.” She felt the
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heat of a sudden flush crawl up her face.
Talbot finished pouring the coffee and took a cup to
her. BC tried to move away as he approached, but she
calmed him with a touch.
“I’m sorry,” she said again as she took the cup.
He didn’t respond to her apology, but rather asked
her, “Do you want me to start some formula for the
pup?”
“Just put the water on; I’ll finish it,” she replied.
“We don’t have much for breakfast; I picked up
some granola bars and a few bananas in town. That and
coffee may be it...This cabin was supposed to have been
better stocked than this back before the snows,” he
said, disgustedly shaking his head.
“Not to worry; I’ll have some fresh supplies brought
up,” she added encouragingly.
“Can you tell them how to get here?” he asked,
stressing ‘here’ pointedly.
“I think so, but I’ll give them the coordinates off my
sat phone to be sure.”
“Oh,” was all he said. He knew he was a little behind in the electronic age. He handed her a granola bar
and a banana. “Are you sure you’re going to be alright
with him,” he nodded to BC.
She laughed. “Don’t get me wrong; I’m not brushing
off your concern, but he can’t exactly chase me down.”
“Yeah,” he said seriously. ”But he could certainly
bite the hell out of you. Injured animals are very dangerous, tame or not.”
“I’ve done this before; I know what I’m doing. Besides, I am going to keep him pretty sedated with pain
meds. I don’t want him moving around too much too
soon,” she explained.
He shrugged. Finishing breakfast, such as it was, he
poured them both another cup of coffee, started the
water for the pup’s formula, and then picked up his saddle on his way outside. When Taco was saddled, he
brought him to the cabin. Tying him to the hitching rail,
he went back into the cabin to gather his rifle, saddle
bags, and bridle, finishing off the last of his coffee.
He went out and finished rigging Taco. As he was
about to step into his saddle, he stopped and stuck his
head in the door. “I doubt they will come back, but if
they do, can you shoot that thing?” he nodded toward
the tactical rifle.
“Probably as well as you can,” she said confidently.
“Well, I hope you don’t have to,” he said, closing
the door and climbing into the saddle.
Talbot rode to where the shooter had hidden and
picked up his trail. He followed it almost half a mile to
where the guy had hidden his horse. The rider had
turned northwest along the ridge flanking the east side
of the valley. In a few minutes, he rode up on a camp
site. It was a very well-chosen spot with good cover
among the rocks and timber. He might not have been a
pro, but he was certainly no amateur outdoorsman.
Thankfully it was snowing lightly, so it made it fairly
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easy to tell how far ahead
the rider was. Talbot didn’t want to ride into an
ambush.
After about an hour,
the trail turned east and
down the mountain. There
was no point in following
it; another hour and a half
would dump you onto private land. Partee land!
Talbot spent the rest
of the day riding and
thinking. What was this all
about? The wolves, he decided, were just a rallying cry
to stir up both sides of the environmentalist argument
and to hide whatever it was that was really going on. It
would not be the first time in man’s history that the
wrong culprit got the blame.
Talbot’s ride covered three parallel valleys separated by rocky ridges. They all provided excellent summer
grazing, and he checked each one carefully. As expected, there were a few cattle tracks, and in the middle valley about a mile out, he spotted a half dozen
cows moving away from him at a trot. These feral cattle
were wilder than any elk or deer. He also identified
tracks from deer, rabbit, and bobcat.
In the third and western-most valley, he encountered a small herd of elk, but they were just passing
through and in a big hurry. Finally, he crossed a single
set of wolf tracks. He had come into the valley about
midway along the western ridge, made a loop, and headed out the same way he had come. But the thing that
really troubled him was that he cut a fairly fresh set of
horse tracks. The rider had been southbound and had
cut the wolf tracks as well but did not follow them, so
he apparently wasn’t hunting wolf. Soon the tracks
turned sharply east. Though they were heading in the
general direction of the Partee’s land, Talbot did not
follow them for fear of running into an ambush.
Very troubling for Talbot was that he had been
working his way generally west. This rider had turned
east and, as alert as Talbot was, this guy could have
seen him unobserved or may have been watching him for
a while. Or worse, he may have been waiting for Talbot
to get clear enough of the cabin. In either case, Talbot
did not like it.
He rode on, heading southwest toward the end of
the valley. There, he picked up the trail that lead southeast around the escarpment separating valley number
three from valley number two. This trail was old and had
been followed by man and animal alike for centuries.
Paradise Found, his cabin with Addie and the wolves,
was further east-southeast at valley number one.
Passing the escarpment, he aimed Taco up the steep
trail that cut sharply through the thick timber. With the
thick clouds and dense pines, light was limited—
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especially since the day
was wearing into late afternoon. The trail was well
protected and there was
not much snow on the
ground, but the rocks were
very slick so Talbot was
watching closely. As good
a mountain horse as Taco
was, falls can happen and
a fall up here can be debilitating or fatal.
Taco had his head
low, pulling hard up the
steep incline. Talbot heard the tripwire snap as Taco
walked through it. The tightly strung bough didn’t come
from the front; instead, it came from the left. He heard
it an instant before he saw it, which was an instant before it hit him. Hard! He was carrying his reins in his left
hand, so he jerked his left arm up to deflect the blow,
Taco slowed to the sharp tension of the reins. The stout
pine bough glanced off Talbot’s shoulder and struck him
a hammering blow to the side of the head. The blow
stunned him. But the trap was not finished; it was a double triggered affair. A second branch slapped Taco hard
along the flank. With Talbot off balance and stunned
from the blow to his head, he came out of the saddle,
landing hard on the rocks as Taco bolted in fear. His
right side slammed into the rocks.
Part IV will be out in the next newsletter. The story
in its entirety will be posted on the website in Spring!

Snack: Tuna Rolls
Ingredients:
1 can of tuna in water (or 5 oz. fresh tuna)
1 tbsp. olive oil
1 celery stick
1 large carrot
4 tbsp. cottage cheese
1 tsp. lemon juice

Instructions:
Blend all ingredients together in a food processor, adding
the lemon juice last. Mold and shape into a roll.
Refrigerate and cut into portions when chilled.
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